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UDC 004.032.2 

IMAGE RETRIEVAL IN DATABASES 
Ye. A. Bashkov, N. S. Kostyukova, O. L. Vovk 

Donetsk National Technical University 

Abstract 
This paper considers the problem of content-based color image retrieval in large databases and describes 

image database queries on primitive, abstract and logical levels. A detailed description of the approach based on 2D 
color histograms is provided, image retrieval results are estimated. A multi-level agglomerative method ant its results 
are considered.

Keywords: image retrieval, images similarity, image features, histogram image features, 2D color histo-
gram, image clustering, multi-level agglomerative method, k- means method

Retrieval of images similar to a given sample is very important and interesting in terms of 
artificial intelligence systems development. This task is closely related to the domain of visual 
image analysis. This problem is difficult enough for computers, though people solve it intuitively, 
taking nearly no time. Its complexity is caused both by the difficulty to adequately describe im-
ages on a formula basis, and by the fact that the physiology of human vision, as well as the 
mechanism of perceiving information with the eyes, have not yet been studied enough to be fully 
understood.

In general, the problem of retrieving images that look like the sample from a database is 
stated as follows: 

Database S contains information about a number V of uncompressed images: 

S={P, F}, 
where P = {Pk, k=1, 2, … V} is a set of images (two-dimensional arrays which contain the im-
age’s color, with the dimensions being the x- and y- locations in the image), 
F = {Fk, k=1, 2,.. V} is a set of image content features (Fk is a scalar or a vector). 

Let Pq be the query image (retrieval sample), its contents are described by Fq. For the 
query image Pimg and any image from database k the similarity of their content features can be 
calculated: 

V...,,2,1k),F,F(fd kqk .

It is necessary to define a set of images Q, which resemble the sample and are arranged in 
decreasing order of this resemblance: 

}:,2,1,{
2121 iii ddiiiPQ .

Thus, the problem of content-based image retrieval is reduced to the calculation of the 
values of dk, (k=1, 2, ... n), and their following ordering. As this takes place, the calculation of 
image features F is performed prior to having these images stored in the database. 

Contemporary researches in this area are largely aimed at solving two problems: the most 
reliable formal description of the images content and the efficient comparison of these descrip-
tions from the point of view of time and memory requirements. Some approaches are oriented to 
specific categories of images, although the most difficult is to solve this problem for uncon-
strained images. Users’ requests to the image collections are traditionally classified according to 
three levels of abstraction [1]: a primitive level (retrieval based on visual variables: color, form, 
texture – finding images akin to the specimen), a logical level (identification of the submitted ob-
ject; for example, to identify an image of the Eiffel tower), and an abstract level (taking into ac-
count depictions of scenes – to find images which evoke certain feelings). 
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At the first, primitive level, researchers used for image content description the color his-
tograms [2], which describe colors of pixels but ignore colors location. One approach for spatial 
information account is the extraction of image areas features. These areas may be extracted by 
different means. The least difficult one is a manual selection of the areas, in which the image is 
handled by humans, and all the necessary information is determined visually. Among other fac-
tors, the designers of the QBIC [2] system used this approach. However, the manual selection of 
areas and objects is rather awkward and requires too much time when large sets of images are 
considered.

Other decision deals with image decomposition into fixed fragments. This approach pro-
posed by Stricker and Dimai for  color image search [3] divides images into five domains. How-
ever, in general it is difficult to choose a scale for dividing each particular image. Moreover, this 
operation is non–invariant for both compressing and re-scaling of the images. 

The third approach to domain determination involves image segmentation. Segmentation 
is a process of image dividing into homogeneous non–overlapping segments. It is necessary that 
sets of segments should be complete. The samples of the selected domains are not required to be 
known beforehand during image segmentation. However, segmentation is not a clearly defined 
process for unconstrained images. The retrieval of homogeneous areas for these images can be 
considered as an incorrectly formulated problem as the notion “homogeneity” depends on the 
domain of the image use. Moreover, for unconstrained images there is no formal method of 
evaluating the images segmentation, and the problem of image segmentation, which has many 
limitations, does not have only one solution [4]. Many methods of image segmentation have been 
suggested. Chua, Lim, and Pung [5] suggest segmentation based on color pairs. Hsu, Chua, and 
Pung [6] enlarged this approach, primarily focusing on the colors of the objects nearest to the 
viewer. There is one more means for expressing the contents of color images. It is the color corre-
logram (or “correlogram”) – a spatial pair correlation of color changes with distance [7]. In con-
trast to histograms, correlograms take into account spatial color distribution in the image. Corre-
logram intersection allows one to see how much one of them differs from another and to measure 
the difference. It is shown in [7] that for color correlogram comparison, this method is the best. 

With the use of histogram features the first stage of retrieval algorithm is color (or light-
ing levels) quantization. Quantization is the reduction of initial image colors to a basic set of pre-
defined colors or lighting levels. This phase is essential, and without it the comparison of histo-
gram features is senseless. Usually Euclidean distance, histogram intersection, or cosine or quad-
ratic distances are used for the calculation of the images similarity rating [3]. Any of these values 
does not reflect the similarity rate of two images in itself. It is useful only if compared to other 
similar values. This is the reason that all the practical implementations of content-based image 
retrieval must complete computation of all images from the database. It is the main disadvantage 
of these implementations. 

The quantization of lighting levels or color, calculation of histogram image features, and 
the comparison of images features and their ordering are completed sequentially during the proc-
ess of content-based image retrieval. In [8] the authors proposed to use 2D-color histograms for 
color image content representation. 2D-color histogram is analogous to the texture histogram. But 
it also considers the relation between the pixel pair colors (not only the lighting component). 2D-
color histogram is a two-dimensional array, Cmax*Cmax, where Cmax is the number of basic colors 
used in the phase of color quantization. These arrays are treated as matrices, each element of 
which stores a normalized count of pixel pairs, with each color corresponding to the index of an 
element in each pixel neighbourhood. For the comparison of 2D-color histograms it is suggested 
calculating their correlation, because a 2D-color histogram, constructed according to the algo-
rithm described above, is a random vector with dimension Cmax

2 (in other words, a multidimen-
sional random value). While creating a set of final images, the images should be arranged in de-
creasing order of the correlation coefficient. 
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An estimation of retrieval advantages using 2D color histograms was made on the basis of 
precision–recall plot described in [3] and commonly used to evaluate the quality of image re-
trieval. These variables, deduced during the retrieval among 2D color histograms, were compared 
with retrieved variables for traditional color histograms (fig. 1). From the figure it will be obvious 
that 2D color histogram usage allows higher quality retrieval. Moreover, the analysis of variable 
changes, made in [8], showed that the average value of Recall variables is 10% higher than nor-
mal during 2D- color histograms usage. The average value of a given Recall variable is approxi-
mately 2.33 times higher than the average value of this variable using traditional color histo-
grams. 

Figure 1. Effectiveness of image retrieval 

The above method that uses 2D–color histograms has advantages with regard to quality 
tracking if compared to traditional color histogram usage. 

The problem of how to deal with a particular region of an image has been of importance 
and concern for many researchers of the second, logic level. The researchers faced the problem of 
a constantly growing range of applications, which use the files of visual information. This prob-
lem leads to the necessity of high-speed methods of image region depiction. One of such methods 
is a statistical multi-level agglomerative method of image clustering [9]. 

During image clustering, input objects are pixels, each determined by the vector of color 
components. In the course of the clustering procedure, the integration of pixels into separate 
groups (clusters, or regions) based on numeric values of color variables takes place. 

Let us consider the method of image region depiction which involves a binary mask of 
correlations and ranks of the color components of clusters centers [10]. 

It has been suggested that the mask should be defined as a multidimensional vector for the 
RGB color space, which includes vectors of ranks BGR sss ,,  and vectors of correla-

tion RGRBGB sss ,, :

},s,s,s,s,s,s{S RGRBGBBGR

in which the vectors components can accept only two values: 0 and 1. 
Let us denote the vectors of ranks BGR sss ,,  as a vector s ( BGR ,, ), which can be 

described as: 
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).,,( 321 ssss
The vector components s  are computed from the formula: 

].,[,1
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At this point: [xl, xh] are a range of fluctuation of the color variables’ numeric values (for 
the range of colors RGB: xl=0, xh=255), GL, GH are the top and bottom values of the numeric 
values of color variables for predetermined ranks (the author suggests three ranks such as low, 
middle, and high and three intervals corresponding to the above ranks: [xl, GL], [GL, GH], [GH, 
xh]), eps is the method parameters. The latter has been added in order to deal with more than one 
level for a particular color component, as well as more than one interconnection for a pair of 
components. 

Let us denote the vectors of correlation RGRBGB sss ,,  as a vector 

s ( ),, GBGR , which can be described as: 

).,,( 321 ssss

The vector components 
s

 are computed from the formula: 

.,1
;,0

;,1

;,0

;,1
;,0
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a

The binary mask of correlation and the ranks of the cluster centers color components is 
aimed at defining the distinctive features of the clustered objects (peculiarities of the color field 
under study).

The statistical multi-level agglomerative method of image clustering comprises the fol-
lowing:

At the first stage of the method (a stage of complete connection), the processed number of 
clusters is decreased by means of distributing the pixels with the same binary masks between in-
dividual clusters.

It is suggested that initially each pixel of image t is defined as a separate cluster (it is a 
variable of agglomerativity). First the pixels with equal binary masks are distributed into separate 
clusters. For this purpose each pixel of the image is inserted in the corresponding binary masks of 
correlation and rank. Then the pixels with different masks are entered into different clusters (pix-
els with equal masks are correspondingly united into the same cluster).  

Let there be an image of size t [w x h] whose pixels are defined by:

 t = pjk={rjk, gjk, bjk} | ],1[ wj , ],1[ hk , ., NkNj
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Then the integration of pixels with the same binary masks can be nominally recorded in 
the order:

:,...,, 21 qmmm
eell kjkj SS

.,],,1[],,1[,,, NvNmhwmqvelmel vvv

In formula: mv is the number of elements of the group (cluster) with an index v; q is   the 
number of clusters; jkS  is a binary mask of pixel pjk with coordinates (j, k) of image 
t;l,e are pixel indexes inside the cluster. 

A set of clusters will be the result of the integration of pixels with the same binary masks: 

:},...,,{ 21 qaaaA :jkv pa
eell kjkj SS    

.,],,1[],,1[,,, NvNmhwmqvelmel vvv

At the second stage of this method (the stage of unit connection) new clusters are set up 
by the cluster integration with minimum distance. The stage is repeated while the condition for 
clusters comparability is being obeyed. This is condition based on the binary mask of correlation 
and ranks [10].

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the given algorithm with the modification of the k-
means method described in [11]. Here image database entropy is on the X-axis, and an average 
time of image clustering for every entered group is on the Y-axis. The comparison was conducted 
for the same number of clusters taken for each image processed. 
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Figure 2. A bar diagram of experimental estimation of the average time used for im-
age clustering by statistical multi-level agglomerate and k-means methods 

These experiments of time consumption evaluation of image clustering displayed the su-
periority of the given method in comparison with the k-means one. 
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So, the problem of image retrieval is rather interesting. Traditionally, various approaches 
and methods have been used for solving this task. The method of 2D color histograms and multi-
level agglomerative method turned out to have certain advantages if compared to the traditional 
approaches. Further research in this field should be aimed at reducing time complexity and im-
proving retrieval results by means of advanced query realization on logical level. 
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UDC 539.3:534.1 

DYNAMIC CONCENTRATION OF STRESSES 
IN ELASTIC COMPOUND SOLIDS 

L. P. Vovk 
Auto-Road Institute of Donetsk National Technical University

Abstract 
According to a modified method of superposition the solution to the problem of harmonic vibrations of in-

homogeneous areas consisting of various numbers of joined elastic areas with different elastic properties is pre-
sented. Wave field singularities in the vicinity of singular boundary points at the joint of areas are studied. 

It is hardly possible to properly approximate elasticity theory problems solution and to 
develop an effective numerical algorithm for its finding without knowing the behavior of stress-
edly-deformed state (SDS) components in the vicinity of singular points and surface lines of a 
considered body. This problem becomes even more important if we consider vibrational loading 
of structural elements when tension may undergo qualitative changes depending upon external 
loading frequency. Under-load behavior of structurally inhomogeneous media boundary areas 
was experimentally studied in terms of physical mesomechanics of materials (a field of study rap-
idly developing in many research organizations). These experiments revealed local stress and de-
formation oscillations which arise near the inner interface and have the amplitudes exceeding 
their average values in the volume of the material . They are determined by the internal structure 
of non-uniform media and depend on the elastic parameters of contacting media. At microscale 
level such stress oscillations generate dislocation streams, at mesoscale level they lead to the ap-
pearance of extended meso-bands of deformation and at macroscale level they result in stationary 
distribution of localized deformation macro-bands and destruction of the material. The obtained 
experimental results have important applications in the mechanics of structurally nonuniform 
mediums, in microelectronics, geodynamics and materials technology. Thus, it becomes obvious 
that in the vicinity of interface surface in a loaded inhomogeneous body there arises local stress 
concentration (LSC), its nature and intensity being determined by external dynamic loading and 
the ratio of contacting media mechanical properties.  

The peculiarities of static tension distribution in the vicinity of the angular point of the 
boundary line of the cross-section areas of the body made up of two different prismatic bodies 
joined together along the side surface had been considered earlier [1-3]. For example [1], an elas-
tic-static plane problem about two diverse wedges with random opening angles was considered in 
the following way: the solution was plotted in Mellin transformants, and after the conjugation 
conditions had been met it was possible to study (taking into account stresses in wedge vertices) 
the local singularity parameter (LSP) dependence on the opening angles and elastic constants 
combinations. The method presented in [4] allows defining the nature of the specified features 
without boundary problem direct solution. The dynamic aspects were considered in [5-7] and, in 
particular, the notion of "boundary" resonance (generalization of well studied edge resonance) [8] 
was introduced.  

Some SDS peculiarities in the vicinity of the vertex of a compound body made of three 
rigidly attached diverse wedges with vertex angles ,  and , were studied in [9]. The numerical 
analysis is done for a compound body with total opening angle equal to + + = . A special em-
phasis in [10] was made on studying the influence of wedges opening angles on LSP.

The problem stated below is that of defining qualitative and quantitative character of the 
wave field singularity arising in the vicinity of the angular point of the joint of two, three and four 
diverse rectangular areas. Similar problems are connected with calculating the strength parame-
ters of welded and soldered joints, including fillet welds [10]. The presented technique is univer-
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sal enough and can be used to analyze LSC intensity in compound bodies of any structure. With 
its help it is possible not only to study LSC intensity factors, but also to plot a solution in the 
whole area of a compound body section. 

1. Interface of two different media 
1.1. Problem Statement. Let us consider wave motions completely characterized by a 

two-dimensional field in a plane 
21O  in a prism V  which is infinite along axis

3O . We assume 
that the prism section occupies region },:),{( 2121 baD  in the plane 21O . Suppose 

)(mS ),...,2,1( Nm  are straight lines which have equations ma1  in a chosen coordinate system 
and divide section D  into regions )1(D  and )()()( mmm DDD ),...,3,2( Nm ; and 

....21 aaaa N  Regions )(mD  and )(mD  are arranged symmetrically with respect to the coor-
dinates origin, have identical thickness 1

)(
mm

m aah  and are defined as 
}],,[:),{( 21121

)( baaD mm
m , }],,[:),{( 21121

)( baaD mm
m . The region )1(D

is an internal rectangular simply connected region with the centroid in the origin of coordinates: 
}.,:),{( 21121

)1( baD

Each of the listed N regions )(mD  is occupied by its homogeneous and isotropic elastic 
material with shear modulus )(m , Poisson's ratio )(m  and density )(m . We assume that the wave 
field in the region of section D  is excited on the boundaries    ba 21 ,  by normal, har-
monically changing in time with the frequency , self-counterbalanced loads of intensity )( 21q

and )( 12q respectively. In subsequent calculations time multiplier tie  common for all wave 
field characteristics is dropped. Taking into account the symmetry of the region, it is possible to 
consider the wave field of a part of prism section area located in the first quarter.  

Amplitude displacements and stresses of points of elastic media of regions )(mD  we desig-
nated with )(mu  and )(m  respectively ( 2,1;2,1 ). The general boundary problem of defining 
particular frequencies and mode forms of the piecewise inhomogeneous region D  is formulated 
in the following dimensionless form. In all regions )(mD  we introduce dimensionless local coordi-
nates )(mx  and search for the functions ),( )()( yxU mm , satisfying the equations of motion. 

0)())(1( )(2)(
,

)(
2,2

)(
1,1

)(
12

)( mmmmmm UUUCU , (1) 

where ,/)()( auU mm ,2)(
11

)(
12

mm CC ),21/()1(2 )()()(
11

mmmC ,)(

)(
)(

1, m

m
m

x
ff

y
ff

m
m

)(
)(

2,
,

)(

)(
)(

m

m
m a

, ,0,/,/ 01 aaax mm ay /2 , 1
)(

mm
mh ,

],,0[],,0[ )()( yhx mm ab / , Nm ,...,2,1 .
Dimensionless amplitude components of the stress tensor )()()( / mmm  are calculated 

according to the proportions of Hooke's law. On straight lines )(mS  the conditions of contact be-
tween areas with various elastic properties should be satisfied. In particular, right on the joint of 
all regions }0,0:),{( )()()()( yhxyxD mmmm  and )1(mD )1,...,2,1( Nm  the conditions of 
rigid adhesion are considered as satisfied 

),0(),( )1(
1

)()(
1 yryh m

m
mm , ),0(),( )1()()( yUyhU mmm , )()1( / mm

mr (2)

On the outer boundary of the section we accept the following force boundary conditions 
)/( )()( mm qq
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2
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mmmm xqx , 0),(),1( )()(

121
)(

12
mm

N
N xy , (3) 

1.2. General Solution Construction. According to the algorithm of superposition method 
[7,8,11], general solution )(mU , satisfying equations set (1) within region )(mD  is presented as the 
sum of two particular solutions to this equation set, each describing symmetric fluctuations of 
infinite strips },0:),{( )()()()(

1 yhxyxG mmmm  and },:),{( )()()(
2 yxyxG mmm , which cross 

and form region )(mD  at their crossing. Besides, we should take into account that on the coordi-
nate )(mx  functions ),( )()( yxU mm  are general functions. As a result we will have general solution in 
regions ),...,3,2()( NmD m  in the form  

)(cos))()(( )()()()()()()(
1 yxtchQxtshHU mmmmmmm ))(sin()( )()()()()( mmmmm hxyrchR ,

)(sin))()(( )()()()()()()(
2 yxtshQxtchHU mmmmmmm ))(cos()( )()()()()( mmmmm hxyrshR  (4) 

For the region )1(D  the solution is considered as in the case with symmetric fluctuations of 
a homogeneous rectangle [5,8]  

)(sin)()(cos)( 1
)1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1(

1 xyrchRyxtshHU ,

)(cos)()(sin)( 1
)1()1()1()1()1()1()1()1(

2 xyrshRyxtchHU  (5) 

The set of constants )()()()( ,...,,, mmmm RQHH  in formulas (4), (5) provides necessary de-
gree of arbitrariness for satisfying boundary and interface conditions in a considered compound 
area. As values )(, m  we should choose such sequences of numbers )(, m

jk  which will make 

the systems of respective functions full and orthogonal in the intervals y  and 

],0[ )()( mm hx , i.e., 

/kk , )()( / mm
j hj , k = 1,2,…; j = 1,2, (6) 

After substitution of expressions (4) and (5) in equations (1), for each value k and j we ob-
tain sets of linear homogeneous equations concerning coefficients )(mH  and )(mH ,…, )(mR  and 

)(mR . From the existence condition of these sets nontrivial solution we define the values of pa-
rameters )(mt  and )(mr
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m
k lt , 2)(2)(2)( )()()( mm
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m
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1 / mmm Cl , )()(
2
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and the connection between the above coefficients. It determines completely the problem general 
solution in all regions )(mD  and allows satisfying the interface conditions (2) and force boundary 
conditions (3). 

1.3. Auxiliary Problems Formulation and Solution. Similarly to [7, 11] we introduce 
for consideration auxiliary boundary problems.  

Regions ),1,...,2()( NNmD m :
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Here )(),(),( )()(
2

)(
1

)(
1

mmmm xfyyf  are unknown auxiliary functions. We expand these (3N-1) func-
tions into Fourier series in respective intervals and, using the problem general solution we make 
conditions (8) and (9). Then the conditions on vertical parts of the boundary mx  will give, at 
each value of index k, )24( N , linear equations for defining the same number of coefficients 

)2,1(,,...,,, )()()2()2()1( N
k

N
kkkk QHQHH  in the problem general solution. The remaining N2  coeffi-

cients )(m
jR  at each value j  will be defined from N2  boundary conditions if y . Obtained 

sets of linear systems presuppose an analytical solution and make possible to explicitly express 
wave field characteristics in the whole compound region of the section through Fourier coeffi-
cients )(

1
)(

2
)(

20
)(

1
)(

10 ,,,, m
k

m
j

mm
k

m ffff  of the introduced auxiliary functions. 
1.4. Derivation of Integrated Equations Set and Its Asymptotic Analysis. For the pur-

pose of defining the introduced auxiliary functions let us take into consideration (3N-1) unused 
boundary and interface conditions from (2), (3), namely 
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As all the wave field components appearing in (10) are expressed through Fourier coeffi-
cients of auxiliary functions, these conditions represent a set of integral equations (SIE) for their 
definition. In order to develop an effective algorithm of its solution and further successful selec-
tion of coordinate functions in the asymptotical method we investigate wave field singularities in 
the vicinity of irregular boundary points. In the considered problem such points are angular points 
of the areas joint ),( )(m

m hA  and the external angular point of section ),1( 1NB . Taking into 
account the mechanical meaning of auxiliary functions we suppose that their singularities in 
points m are defined by formulas (m = 1,2, …, N-1)

1)(
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In the vicinity of point  of the area )(ND :
1)(

1
/)(

1 )()( NpNN Ff  at ; 1)1()( 1
)(

2
/)(

2
Np

N
NN Ff  at 11 N

Here mp  stands for LSP which define the character of required functions discontinuity in 
the specified points and )(

2
)(

1 ,..., Nm F  stand for arbitrary constants. Making integration in these 
formulas, we define the asymptotics of auxiliary functions Fourier coefficients in the vicinity of 
all irregular points of the boundary. It allows investigating the behaviour of the obtained SIE at 
the approach to irregular points. The required limitation of the left sides of the equation set allows 
obtaining an equation set for defining parameters mp  for each irregular point. The components 
containing Fourier coefficients of functions )1(

2
)(

2
)(

1
)(

1 ,,, mmmm fff  will be asymptotically signifi-
cant in points mA . In the vicinity of an external angular point B the behavior of wave field charac-
teristics will be defined by functions )(

2
)(

1 , NN ff . After re-designation of the constants we come to 
the following sets of homogeneous equations. 

In points )1,...,2,1( NmAm :
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In point B:

0
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N
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)(
1

NNN
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It is obvious that constants )(
2

)(
1 , NN FF  in the system (12) will not be equal to zero if the 

parameter Np  satisfies the equation 

0
2

sin 22
N

N pp  (13) 

Equation (13) corresponds to the equation obtained in [12] for a single wedge with loose 
sides and opening angle 900. As we see, the character of mechanical field singularity in point B 
does not depend on elastic constants of regions )(mD . Naturally, proceeding from the mechanical 
meaning of functions )(),( )(

2
)(

1
NN ff , we consider only the real root 1Np  of the equation (13) 

and countable set of complex roots [7] with a positive real component.  
Parameters mp , characterizing wave peculiarities in inner angular points of a compound 

region, do not depend on the frequency and geometrical parameters  and m  and are deter-
mined only by shear modulus and Poisson's ratio of joined areas. They can be obtained from the 
existence condition of nontrivial solution (11) 

0),,,,( )1()1()()( mmmm
mp  (14) 

Equation (14) is symmetric with respect to the elastic parameters of the neighboring re-
gions )(mD , )1(mD  and will not change if values )()( , mm  are replaced with )1()1( , mm  and vice 
versa. It can be easily proved by means of elementary transformations of rows and columns of the 
determinant (11). At certain proportions of the mechanical properties of joined areas materials 
equation (14) has a real root 10 mp  and it characterizes the occurrence of local singularities 
in stress values in points mA .

It is possible to construct the asymptotics of parameter mp  at high values of mr . Searching 
for the roots of equation (14) in the form of expansion into series by the small parameter: 1

mr :
...10 mmm ppp , we can easily obtain a sequence of equations for defining ,..., 10 mm pp . For 

example, the first expansion term satisfies the equation 
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2 m
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m
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The first factor in equation (15) coincides with the left side of equation (13). The numeri-
cal analysis shows that the second factor has roots 10 0mp  practically at any value of Pois-
son's ratio )(m .

Then Bubnov-Galerkin method is applied for solving SIE. This method takes into account 
the character of the solution features when coordinate functions are being selected. As a result we 
come to an infinite set of algebraic equations with known asymptotics of unknowns defined by 
the roots of equations (13), (14). 

2. Interface of Three Different Media
We assume that the section of a piecewise inhomogeneous elastic prism infinite along 

axis 3  occupies (in the coordinate system 21O ) region )3()2()1(
3 GGGD , where regions 

)(mG  are stuck together and are defined by inequalities 

]},,[],[;:),{( 2121
)1( bddbcG },];,[],[:),{( 2121

)2( daccaG

]},[],[];,[],[:),{( 2121
)3( bddbaccaG

Suppose, on the outer sides of the section a1 , b2 , there is a vibration load of 
variable intensity )(),( 1221 qq  respectively, harmonically changing in time with frequency ,
and the inner boundary of the section is free from loadings. Taking into account the symmetry of 
region D , it is possible to consider the wave field of the part of the region located in the first 
quarter. This part of the region is presented in Fig. 1 in dimensionless coordinates 

ayax /,/ 21 .

To make it easier we introduced local dimensionless coordinates 
adyacx /)(,/)( 21  and dimensionless geometrical parameters ab / , ac / ,

,/ ad 22 ,1  in the section area. Boundary conditions of the problem include 
force conditions of loading on external and internal boundaries of the section and the condition of 
rigid adhesion of regions )(mG .

Then we start to construct the general solution. Similarly to the previous one, the general 
solution )(mU , satisfying the equations system of movement within regions )(mG  is developed ac-
cording to superposition method. Here we should take into account that functions 

x

yy

2 G(1)

G(2)

G(3)

2

0

D C

Figure 1. Coupling of three different media

x
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),(),,( )3()1( yxUyxU  on the coordinate y , and functions ),(),,( )3()2( yxUyxU  on the coordinate x  are 

general functions. Thus, the problem general solution in regions )(mG  will be as follows 
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It is expedient to choose 
2

)1( /kk , /)2( kk , /)1( jj , 2
)2( /jj , k = 1,2,…; j = 1,2,…  

as values )()( , .
According to the basic technique we formulate auxiliary boundary problems which pre-

suppose an analytical solution. In this case the boundary conditions of auxiliary problems will be 
much more complicated as compared to those considered above (see (8), (9)) due to the presence 
of two inner lines of the section of areas )(mG  and the inner boundary of the section. They will be 
as follows [13] 
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Here unknown auxiliary functions are designated through )(),...(),( 811 xfyyf . It should 
be noted that the choice of auxiliary problem boundary conditions in the form of (16) allows sat-
isfying automatically those boundary conditions of the initial boundary problem which concern 
normal displacements and shear stresses on external and internal boundaries of the region. 
After replacing the initial boundary problem with the auxiliary one, some boundary and interface 
conditions remained unsatisfied. They represent a SIE concerning unknown auxiliary functions. 
As the character of singularities in section singular points A, B and C (Fig. 1) was investigated 
earlier, we set the problem of defining wave field singularity in the internal point ),(D  of the 
joint of three regions. For this purpose, we assume that the auxiliary functions asymptotically 
significant in the vicinity of this point have singularities of the following form 

1' )( D
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In these formulas  stands for LSP in point D , and )2,1;6,5,3,1(, jiF D
j

D
i  – for ar-

bitrary constants. We define the asymptotics of Fourier coefficients of considered functions and 
write down the boundary conditions not used in auxiliary problems and the interface conditions 
of )(mG  in the point D  vicinity at limiting values of the arguments. These conditions can be re-
corded as follows 
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As a result of SIE asymptotical analysis we come to a homogeneous set of equations 
which define the specified constants 
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D FF  is a gamma function,  .6,5,3,1k

It is possible to define LSP  from the existence condition of system (18) nontrivial solu-
tion
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Let us define the asymptotics at high values of shear modulus )3(  of angular area )3(  For this 
purpose we introduce small dimensionless parameters )2,1(/ 1

3
)3()( jr j

j
j  and search 

for the solution to equation (19) in the form of a series by the powers of these parameters 
...1221110 . For example, the first expansion term satisfies the equation 

0))1(4)2/(sin)43(())2/((sin
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2
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The first multiplier in equation (20) coincides with the left side of equation (13) which de-
fines the singularity of stress tensor components at the vertex of a homogeneous wedge with the 
angle opening of 900. The second and third multipliers have the form of the second multiplier of 
the asymptotic equation (15) which corresponds to the case of two media interface. The presence 
of an additional multiplier in equation (20) allows varying the values of Poisson's ratio of two ar-
eas )1(G  and )2(G  for LSP value control.
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3. Interface of Four Different Media
Let the section of an inhomogeneous elastic prism infinite in the axis 3  direction occupy region 

)4()3()2()1(
4 GGGGD  where regions )(mG  are stuck together and defined by inequalities 

]};,[],[;{ 21
)1( bddbcG };];,[],[{ 21

)2( daccaG

}.;{]};,[],[];,[],[{ 21
)4(

21
)3( dcGbddbaccaG

In each region )(mG  we consider Lame motion equations recorded in dimensionless displace-
ments )(mU ( 2,1 ) and dimensionless coordinates ayax /,/ 21 . Again, proceeding 
from the symmetry of region 4D , we can consider the wave field of a part of the region located in 
the first quarter (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Coupling of four different media 

Coordinate systems and section dimensions are similar to those presented in Fig. 1. 
Boundary conditions of the problem include loading force conditions on the external boundary of 
the section and the condition of rigid adhesion of the regions. This problem had not been studied 
earlier in such a form. The task complexity is caused by the following factors. First, in order to 
define the singularities of LSC in the vicinity of an irregular point at the joint of four different 
media we should take into account the behavior of wave field components at the approach to a 
singular point in four directions. Second, in the given case the nature of the wave field undergoes 
considerable changes due to the checkerboard pattern of inhomogeneity. It is conditioned by the 
presence of four singular points in the section of an item. On the one hand the research into LSC 
singularities in the vicinity of the interface point of four media is relevant by itself, on the other 
hand it is important for complete representation of the wave field. Third, most likely we should 
expect the interference of LSC singularities in irregular points of the section boundary, especially 
if the angular region is small.  

To construct the general solution we use the superposition method and write down the 
problem general solution in regions )(mG  in the following form 
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)2( /jj , k = 1,2,…; j = 1,2,… 

When formulating auxiliary boundary problems we use the principles applied above. 
Namely, we bring into the formulation of auxiliary problems "cross" boundary conditions which 
affect shearing stresses and normal displacements on respective parts of the boundary of a com-
pound section. In this case it is necessary to take into account the fact that the section boundary 
consists of eight pieces (Fig. 2). Thus, boundary conditions of auxiliary boundary problems are 
formulated 
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Here )(),...(),( 811 xfyyf  are unknown auxiliary functions. 
Let us take into consideration 12 unused boundary conditions and interface conditions of the ini-
tial boundary problem which represent a SIE for defining the introduced auxiliary functions, 
namely 
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Then we study the wave field singularities in the vicinity of irregular points of the section 
boundary. The suggested algorithm of the modified superposition method allows studying local 
singularities of wave field characteristics in all singular points using common technique. For this 
purpose it is necessary to conduct the asymptotic analysis of all equations (21) at the approach to 
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each irregular point of the boundary. It should be mentioned that unknown functions of SIE will 
have different local singularities in the vicinity of points A, B, C, D. Taking into account the pre-
vious results we perform the asymptotic analysis only for point D of the joint of four heterogene-
ous media. For this purpose it is necessary to conduct the asymptotic analysis of the first eight 
equations of SIE (21) at limiting values of the arguments, namely 
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We assume that the singularities of auxiliary functions in point D are defined by formulas 
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Here )(D  stands for the parameter characterizing the singularities of required func-
tions in point D, and DD F3,...,  stand for arbitrary constants. The asymptotic analysis of expres-
sions (22) leads to the following set of homogeneous equations for defining the mentioned con-
stants
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From the condition of equality to zero of the determinant of the system (23) 

0),( )(
,

m
ijD r  (24) 

we obtain a characteristic equation for defining LSP in point D. The singularity order by stresses 
remains equal to 1Re .

It should be noted that the obtained system (23) passes into defining system (18) for defin-
ing LSP in the point of the joint of three regions. For this purpose it is necessary to set 

0),(),()()( )4(
22

)4(
1143 xyxy and to remove the seventh and eighth interface condi-

tions.

4. Some Results of Numerical Research 
Numerical investigation of the obtained solutions is started with the analysis of LSP val-

ues in the singular point of the joint of two media defined by equation (14). In expressions from 1 
we assume 3N  and that will correspond to the inner region )1(D  joined with two outer surfaces 

)2()2( DD . Fig. 3 presents the diagrams of LSP dependence on the ratio of joined media rigidi-
ties. Steel, lead and tungsten were taken as materials of the internal area, and the elastic charac-
teristics of the surfacing varied with the change of parameter ))2(

2 / St
Sr , where )St  is the 

shear modulus of steel. The value of Poisson's ratio of surfacing is assumed to be fixed and equal 
29.0)2( .

Figure 3. Dependence of LFP  = (r2s) from a proportion of rigidity of joined media 
(r2s=μ(2)/ μ(st), (2)=0.29).

The analysis of the results of equation (14) numerical solution and the data from Fig. 3 
leads to the following: 1) LSP 1p  depends essentially on the elastic parameters of the internal 
region. 2). Equation (14) complex roots with the positive real part less then 1 were not obtained 
for any of the considered combinations of joined regions elastic constants. 3). Value 1 is the 
root of equation (14) at any combination of the materials of joined areas. For the majority of 
combinations, however, this root turns out to be the second-large positive root of this equation. 
4). In case when the joint regions are made of the same material LSC is absent, LSP  is always 
equal to 1. 5). At some values of parameter Sr2  the singularity disappears even if different mate-
rials are joined. 6). The variation of Poisson's ratio of the surfacing material makes the minimum 
impact on LSP practically at any ratio of joined regions shear moduli. 7). If the values of the sur-
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facing shear modulus are enough small or enough high the value of LSP  becomes stable, tend-
ing to a certain value. 

The final conclusion can be specified if we study the roots of the second multiplier of as-
ymptotic equation (15). For all actual materials the roots of this multiplier satisfy inequal-
ity 10 0mp .  Table 1 provides the values of these roots for various materials of the first re-
gion.

Table 1.The asymptotic values of LFP corresponding to the infinitely high value  
of shear modulus of a section region 

Al,Mg W Au Cu Mo Ni Sn Pt Pb Ag Ti Zn 

0,680 0,718 0,638 0,692 0,781 0,705 0,692 0,656 0,633 0,662 0,711 0,857 

Thus, there is a possibility of obtaining the highest possible LSP value through the change 
of Poisson's ratio of one of the regions if the distinctions in values of shear modulus of joined re-
gions are great. 

Let us begin the numerical analysis of LSP values in the angular point D  of the joint of 
three section regions presented in Fig. 1. It should be mentioned that in this case there is no pos-
sibility of introducing compact parameters analogous to Danders parameters [1,6], which are, in 
some way, an LSP analogue.  

The results of the numerical analysis lead to the following conclusions: 1). The values of 
LSP in the internal angular point D of the joint of three media for any combination of materials 
are much smaller than the values of LSP in points A and C analyzed above. 2). For any combina-
tion of materials there is a root of the solving equation (19) which is less than 1, i.e. stresses will 
always have a singularity in the angular point of the joint of three media. 3). If three identical ma-
terials are joined LSP is always equal to 544.0 . It testifies to the essential intensity of LSC in 
point D. 4). Unlike the case of two media interface for many combinations of materials there are 
two (but not one) roots less than 1. This fact is important when the asymptotics of SIE solution in 
point D is being considered. Table 2 provides the least real roots of equation (19) for the case of 
different materials of an angular region. In calculations it is assumed that joined regions are made 
of steel. 

Table 2. The least values of LFP for various materials of angular region 

-

St Al W Fe Au Mg Cu M  Ni Sn Pt Pb Ag Ti Zn 

1 0.544 0.430 0.607 0.542 0.475 0.370 0.492 0.549 0.545 0.386 0.556 0.286 0.449 0.484 0.409
2 0.909 0.657 1.000 0.910 0.667 0.552 0.786 1.000 0.899 0.593 0.859 0.364 0.664 0.793 0.741
3 1.000 1.000  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000  1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

In order to confirm the results of the analysis of LSP dependence on the rigidities of the 
joined regions we checked the following conditions. First, the values of LSP should not change 
when the materials of regions )1(G  and )2(G  are interchanged. Second, when one of shear moduli 
of joined regions tends to zero, the parameter  must tend to the asymptotic value of LSP in the 
joint point of two regions. Third, if the angular region shear modulus )3(  is too high LSP must 
tend to its asymptotic values defined by equation (20). 
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For example, Fig. 4 provides the diagrams of the mentioned dependence for the case when 
the materials of regions )1(G  and )2(G  are identical and fixed ( )2()1()2()1( , ), while the 
elastic characteristics of angular region )3(G  vary. 

Figure 4. Dependence of LFP from a parameter rigidity for a case  
when materials of regions )1(G  and )2(G  are identical 

The results of the numerical analysis lead to the following conclusions. 
1). When 0)3(  the section loses bearing capacity and that agrees with the mechanical 

meaning of the problem.  
2). When )3(  tends to infinity LSP  tends to its asymptotic value defined by equation 

(20) for 0 , and this value will be the highest in the whole range of parameter Sr3  variation. 
3). The less rigid the material of regions )1(G  and )2(G  is, the smaller values Sr3  are re-

quired for parameter  to coincide with its asymptotics. 
Possible recommendations in the considered combination of regions )(mG  materials are 

quite obvious: the material of the angular region should be as rigid as possible with value )3(

high enough. The materials of regions )1(G  and )2(G  should be selected from the materials with 
minimum possible Poisson's ratio. 

Numerical analysis of equation (24) which defines LSP by stresses in the joint point D of 
four different media (Fig. 2) leads to the following conclusions. 

First, for the majority of combinations of materials there is a positive root of this equation 
less than 1. Second, practically for all considered combinations of materials LSP values exceed 
the values of LSP at the interface of three media. Third, when four regions with identical elastic 
characteristics are joined LSP 1. Fourth, the value of LSP 1 is reached for some combi-
nations of materials even if different regions are joined. Earlier this property had only been typi-
cal of two different regions interface. Fifth, for many combinations of materials (not in the case 
when two media are joined) there are several roots less than 1. Sixth, LSP does not change after 
the mutual replacement of elastic characteristics of crosswise regions and after their circular per-
mutation. While describing the considered combinations of materials we will list them in circular 
order beginning with the material of region )1(G . For example, combination St-Pb-St-Pb means 
that the material of regions )1(G  and )2(G  is steel, and the material of regions )3(G  and )4(G  is 
lead. If, for example, some elastic parameter of region )2(G  varies, the combination will be writ-
ten down as St-Pb-G(2)–Pb.
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Table 3. Value of LSP for various materials of two adjacent regions in case  
when the material of two joined regions is steel 

Al W Fe Au Mg Cu Pb 

Al 0.710 0.910 0.841 0.757 0.642 0.779 0.562 

 W 0.910 0.811 0.917 1 0.829 1 0.932 

Fe 0.841 0.917 1 0.905 0.793 0.934 0.674 

Au 0.757 1 0.905 0.821 0.681 0.913 0.586 

Mg 0.642 0.829 0.793 0.681 0.585 0.710 0.504 

u 0.779 1 0.934 0.913 0.710 0.857 0.623 

Pb 0.562 0.932 0.674 0.586 0.504 0.623 0.428 

Table 3 presents the values of the least positive root of equation (24) for the case when the 
elastic parameters of regions )1(G  and )2(G  are fixed and correspond to steel, and the elastic pa-
rameters of regions )3(G  and )4(G  vary. In particular the table shows that combination St-Pb-St-
Pb will be the least preferable. While analyzing the problem of LSP dependence on joined media 
rigidities ratio let us study the case when two neighboring regions are of identical materials, the 
third region is of another material, and the shear modulus of the fourth region varies. The results 
of numerical calculations for some combinations of materials are presented in Fig. 5.

Figure 5. Dependence of LFP in a point of joint of four different media from rigidity  
parameter (St-Pb-G(2)-St – curve 1;St-W-G(2)-St – curve 2; Pb-W-G(2)-Pb – curve 3) 

From these results it follows: 1). The increase in rigidity of the material of region )3(G
displaces the area of extremely high values of LSP (close to 1) to the area of higher values of pa-
rameter Sr2  and vice versa. 2). When parameter Sr2  tends to zero the increase in rigidity of the 
material of region )3(G  reduces the minimum value of LSP. 3). At very high values of parameter 

Sr2  the increase in rigidity of the material of region )3(G  increases the limiting value of LFP. 
Conclusion
Taking into account the laws of LSP change helps to optimize the computational algo-

rithm of wave characteristics construction in the entire non-uniform region on the one hand, and 
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gives the possibility to define stress concentration coefficients and [14, 15] resonance frequency 
spectrum singularities and eigenvibrations in the vicinity of an irregular joint point of two, three 
and four media on the other hand. 
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